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Introduction
How much traffic do you lose to coupon and 
voucher sites every week? If your retail site  
is like most, the figure is sizable.  

Online coupon, voucher, and deal sites have become incredibly 
popular, garnering in excess of 20 million - 60 million users 
per month. In 2019, a study by Valassis revealed that 92% of US 
consumers had redeemed coupons in the past year. The same 
study reported that 53% were using them ‘always’ or ‘very often’, 
and that 68% routinely visited coupon or voucher websites for 
deals. 

Any incentive site (e.g., coupon sites, voucher sites, cashback 
platforms) will have some form of impact on retailer traffic. On  
the positive side, they can make consumers aware of your store  
or remind them about the products you stock. They can drive  
new users to your door by publicizing your discount offers. They 
can also help you attract shoppers who look for the largest deal. 

Unfortunately, these plusses come with a large number of 
negatives. 
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The problems with coupon  
and voucher sites
The ease of searching for deals online means that 
online shoppers have been trained to fill their carts, 
only to then trawl the web for a discount to lower 
the cost. 

Coupon and voucher sites have helped to create a culture in which 
many shoppers need a discount to feel comfortable transacting. 
Coupon and voucher sites are essentially customer auction 
houses, where retailers vie for traffic based on the size of their 
discounts. Your visitors may go looking for a coupon from you, only 
to find dozens of offers from your competitors. In such a situation, 
you can lose a lot of sales. 

This same mindset can divert your visitors before they even land 
on your site. Millions of shoppers, including many of your own 
customers, begin their buying process on coupon and voucher 
sites. If in the course of their visits they are presented with an 
equal or better offer from a competitor (and the very nature of 
coupon and voucher sites virtually guarantees that they will be), 
you could lose that customer. 

Finally, to add insult to injury, many coupon and voucher sites 
are full of outdated and even false offers that will disappoint your 
customers. When a discount code fails on your site, it may not be 
the coupon site they blame. It could be you.
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Finding a new approach
As you formulate a strategy to protect your traffic 
against coupon and voucher sites, here are three 
challenges to consider:

Hyper-personalized deals and offers are key elements of the 
answer.  

Industry research demonstrates that genuine personalization 
increases conversion rates, AOV, and CLV. True 1-2-1 targeting  
can mitigate traffic losses to coupon and voucher sites through 
tools that deliver messages at all the relevant touchpoints in  
the consumer journey. 

3 How can you prevent off-site coupon 
and voucher searches after your 
customers have shopped, but before 
they transact?

1 How can you encourage your customers 
to go directly to your site instead 
of visiting a coupon or voucher site 
beforehand?

2 How can you use on-site offers and 
messages to keep your shoppers 
engaged during their visit?

This eguide will present an action plan to address each of the 
above challenges. We’ll also show you how to put those strategies 
in place quickly, simply, and with no risk. 
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Challenge #1
How to encourage your customers to go directly 
to your website instead of visiting a coupon site 
beforehand.

While visiting coupon and voucher sites has become a routine 
practice for many customers, you can divert a sizable percentage 
of that traffic with a hyper-personalized offer page on your 
website. 

By creating this page and aggressively optimizing for SEO and 
PPC, you can usually rank first on Google – right above all the 
third-party coupon and voucher listings. Because the page lives  
on your domain, Google naturally believes it to be the most 
relevant result for many deal queries. It’s the simplest and quickest 
way to direct hoards of deal-searching customers back to your site.

While developing such a page can sound like a big challenge for 
resource-constrained IT and dev teams, there is an easy option  
to consider. 

RevLifter’s award-winning RevPage® solution allows you to create  
a dynamic, fully branded page that hyper-personalizes the offers  
it displays in real time when a customer visits. As you can see from 
the image on your right, every offer is tailored to the individual’s 
behaviors and interests, and governed by the rules you set. By driving more of your customers to a bespoke, 

personalized offers page instead of the wild west of 
coupon and voucher sites, you’ve created a better 
user experience while ensuring that each of your 
incentives are presented in the most appealing way. 
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Challenge #2
How to use on-site offers and messages to keep  
your shoppers engaged during their visit.

When shopping online, customers use tools like coupon and voucher 
sites to make it easier for them to get a good price  
on a given set of items. But what if you could make locating  
and redeeming offers for your store even easier than visiting  
a coupon site? 

A great way to do this is by integrating hyper-personalized messages 
and offers into the on-site shopping experience. 

Again, you could create a homegrown solution for this, or assemble  
a combination of partial solutions to build a multi-pronged stack,  
but the time and resource commitments would be substantial. 

Instead, why not try RevConvert®? Our easy-to-deploy service 
delivers hyper-personalized deals and offers in multiple formats 
throughout the shopping experience. 

With tactics such as overlays, in-line messaging, exit pop-ups, and 
progress bars, RevConvert turns the humble deal into a win-win 
for the customer and your business. On the right, we have some 
examples of RevConvert messaging to give you a sense of how 

RevConvert drives substantial 
improvements in ecommerce 
performance. Across our extensive 
customer base, clients typically see a...

...but it also holds an incredible 
amount of potential in areas 
like customer acquisition, cart 
abandonment, and upselling too.

30%  
boost

20%  
increase

to their conversion rate in AOV



Challenge #3
How to prevent off-site coupon searches after 
your customers have shopped, but before they 
transact. 

The final moments before a transaction are the most critical for 
driving high conversion rates. 

Instead of leaving customers to scour for offers on coupon and 
voucher sites, you can use a combination of hyper-

personalized offer pages and on-site deals to lead 
each buyer across the finish line. 

This makes it easy for them to get offers without 
leaving. And even if they do abandon their cart, 
you can still divert a huge amount of this traffic 
back to your own on-site offers page. 

Customer journeys differ from individual to individual. One user 
might head onto your site after searching for deals, but that’s just 
one scenario. It’s why many RevLifter clients deploy a wide range 
of our products to strengthen their customer relationships and 
close more sales, without interference from coupon and voucher 
sites. 
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RevLifter’s technology is calibrated to the 
challenge of protecting hard-earned customers  
from coupon and voucher sites. 

Further, our solutions are:

Paid on performance through a  
cost-per-acquisition model (CPA)

Free to set up 

Implementable within a few weeks 

Whether you choose RevLifter, build your own solution, or piece 
together multiple point solutions from other vendors, I hope you 
will agree that protecting your traffic from coupon and voucher 
sites should be a real priority for you and your team.

While coupon and voucher sites can offer some benefits to your 
business, it pays to hold onto as much of your traffic as possible.

If you would like more information 
about RevLifter, please write to 
grow@revlifter.com 

or visit our website at  
www.revlifter.com

Looking for more traffic 
and sales?
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RevLifter is on a mission to make every 
e-commerce deal intelligent across the  
entire customer journey. 
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